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Abstract

Over the past years, the mobile Health approach has motivated research projects to develop mood monitoring 
systems for bipolar disorder. Whereas mobile-based approaches have examined self-assessment or sensor data, 
so far, potentially important emotional aspects of this disease have been neglected. Thus, we developed an 
emotion-sensitive system that analyzes the verbal and facial expressions of bipolar patients in regard to their 
emotional cues. In this article, preliminary findings of a pilot study with five bipolar patients with respect to the 
acceptability and feasibility of the new approach are presented and discussed. There were individual differences 
in the usage frequency of the participants, and improvements regarding its handling were suggested. From 
the technical point of view, the video analysis was less dependable than the audio analysis and recognized 
almost exclusively the facial expressions of happiness. However, the system was feasible and well-accepted. 
The results indicate that further developments could facilitate the long-term analysis of expressed emotions in 
bipolar or other disorders without invading the privacy of patients.
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I. Introduction

EMOTIONAL expressions are an important indication of how we 
are feeling. Thus, sudden or severe changes in those expressions 

can be signs for psychopathological syndromes or diseases. One of 
the most common mental disorders worldwide is bipolar disorder 
[1], which is defined by its depressive or (hypo-) manic episodes [2]. 
These episodes are characterized by typical changes in the emotional 
experiences of patients: For example, patterns of elevated happiness 
and anger during mania or sadness and disgust during depression 
[3]. Beyond that, patients with bipolar disorder often show emotion-
related difficulties like deficits in emotion regulation [4]–[8] and 
recognition [9]–[12] or in the afore-mentioned expression of emotions 
[13], [14]. Therefore, in bipolar disorder, the processing of emotional 
information and the verbal or facial expressions following emotional 
stimuli might be influenced by mood-dependent biases or regulation 
strategies like emotional avoidance [15]–[17]. Since all of these areas 
are important to the everyday lives of patients, the deficits affect their 
overall functioning [18]–[20]. 

Depending on the severity and the course of this disease, its personal 
and economic consequences can be enormous [21], [22]. Thus, within 
patient care, strategies that complement the medical and psychological 

treatment are of great interest [23], [24]. Over the past years, the 
increasing technical possibilities have strengthened the mobile Health 
(mHealth) approach in general and, just as much, in bipolar disorder 
[25], [26]. Especially the advantages regarding the availability, 
accessibility and cost efficiency of technical systems show their 
potential to benefit the ambulatory care system. Many mobile-based 
approaches for bipolar disorder include self-assessment or sensor data 
in mood monitoring or recognition approaches [27]–[33]. Yet, none 
of the existing systems have focused on the emotional aspects of this 
disease [34]. The expressed emotions of patients, however, could be an 
important indication of their emotional reactivity [14] and possibly of 
their affective state or recurring episodes [34].

Within the research project Emotion-sensitive Assistance systems for 
the reactive psychological Interaction with people (EmAsIn), an emotion-
sensitive mHealth approach for bipolar disorder has been developed. 
The system, which has already been described in detail [34], combines 
the common self-assessment (SA) or sensor approaches with other, 
innovative features. It incorporates an emotion-sensitive module that 
retrieves audio and video data from short and actively user-triggered 
recordings of patients. The auditive and visual information is analyzed 
in respect to emotional cues or content [34]. Beyond that, the system 
includes optional, external assessments or third-party assessments 
(TPA), which are realized by involving close contacts into the 
ambulatory approach. 

In this article, we examine the feasibility and acceptability of several 
system features. Therefore, data from a pilot study with patients with 
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bipolar disorder is presented and discussed. As indications regarding 
the feasibility of the emotion-sensitive module, the SA or the TPA 
approach, some usage-related aspects (like the completion of the 
participation periods or the frequency of feature usage) were assessed. 
Concerning the emotion-sensitive module, the accuracy of the word 
and face recognition, the detected emotional expressions and the 
convergence between the emotion recognition within both sources 
(auditive and visual) were seen as further indications of its feasibility. 
In order to examine the acceptability of the features, interviews 
with the participants were conducted. All features were expected 
to be feasible and, in accordance with research suggesting a higher 
technical affinity of younger patients [36], [37], a higher feasibility 
with younger participants was expected (A). In more detail, a good 
usability (A.1) and convergent results of the recognition approach 
(A.2) were expected. Since participants of an earlier interview study 
of the authors had been open towards the innovative features [35], all 
features were expected to be well-accepted (B). 

II. Methods

A. Participants
From April to December 2018 five ambulatory patients with remitted 

bipolar disorder participated in the pilot study for an individual 
duration of several weeks (see results section). The study sample 
included three men and two women. Four participants, according to 
DSM-V, could be diagnostically categorized into bipolar I disorder, the 
fifth person into bipolar II disorder. The participants (between 24 and 
51 years old) had an average age of 39.40 years (SD = 9.94). 

B. System Features 
The most important study instruments were smartphones with a 

pre-installed system application and a wearable device that participants 
wore on their wrists. The overall system acquires data from multiple 
sources in order to recognize mood state changes of patients. Next 
to the features described below, the system analyzes physiological or 
sleep data (e.g., heart rate or sleep duration) and behavioral patterns 
(e.g., recognized activities or smartphone usage). Since the overall 
concept of the system has been presented on another occasion [34], the 
following sections were reduced to essential technical aspects of the 
emotion recognition approach and the other two examined features.

The application analyzes intentionally initiated recordings of its 
users by activating the smartphone camera and microphone, as soon 
as this function is selected. Users then are instructed to tell their Story 
of the Day (SotD), a narrative of an important event of their day. In 
the study setting, smartphone holders and external microphones were 
included to ensure a good quality of the recordings. Only if the user 
approves, the system saves the recording locally and analyzes the 
given information. In that case, automatic transcriptions of the verbal 
information are analyzed in regard to the word count of different 
emotional categories by following the Linguistic Inquiry and Word 
Count (LIWC) approach [38]. For example, the specific categories of 
sadness, anxiety or anger include words like “to regret”, “nervous” or 
“outraged”. The more comprehensive categories of positive or negative 
emotions contain words of all the specific, emotional word categories 
with positive or negative connotations. The visual information, on the 
other hand, is automatically separated into multiple video frames per 
second. All captured facial expressions then are analyzed regarding 
the presence of one of four basic emotions (happiness, sadness, anger 
and anxiety) by following the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [39]. 

The app-based SA approach has also been developed within the 
research project and has not been clinically evaluated yet. It includes 
six 7-point items regarding the most important symptoms of bipolar 

disorder. All items can be assessed by choosing values from -3 to 3 with 
negative values or positive values representing depressive or (hypo) 
manic symptoms. The related and newly developed TPA of partners 
or related parties are realized using separate web applications (and are, 
therefore, not necessarily assessed via smartphone). They also include 
six items that are almost identical with the SA items, and are answered 
using the same scale [34]. 

The participants of the pilot study were asked to keep their daily 
routines as they were and to integrate the assistance system as far 
as possible. Whereas some system components were designed to be 
optional [34], the three presented features (or, two features in case of 
missing third parties), should have been used regularly (e.g., on a daily 
basis). The SotD was supposed to take about two minutes per day and 
to contain narrations of recent events that had affected the emotional 
experiences of the narrator. Furthermore, the stories were supposed 
to be recorded in a well exposed room without the presence of other 
persons and with a frontally placed camera (smartphone). During the 
pilot study, the assistance system was not yet fully developed and did 
not automatically react to the assessed data or recordings. 

C. Semi-structured Interview
Potential technical issues and the individual usage experiences were 

examined at the end of the study participation during semi-structured 
interviews. The interview guide included questions about all system 
features. The section about the emotion recognition approach was 
especially detailed and concerned aspects like the perceived emotional 
intensity or potential confounding factors while telling the SotD. 
For example, the participants were asked, “Do you think that your 
perceived emotions or your emotional expressions were influenced 
by the missing dialog partner?” All questions could be answered 
on 5-point scales from 1 “negative” or “not at all” to 5 “positive” 
or “exactly”. Beyond that, every issue allowed for explanations or 
comments. The nine interview questions that are relevant to this 
article (seven of them SotD-related) took about ten minutes. 

D. Indicators of Feasibility and Acceptability
The measurement of the feasibility was operationalized through 

several usage-related aspects: The duration of the study participation 
of all patients (in reference to the targeted duration, see section E) was 
seen as an indicator regarding the feasibility of the overall system. 
Furthermore, for all features, the usage frequency (in reference to the 
study duration) was assessed and seen as a feasibility measure. As for the 
SotD module, the duration of the recordings was seen as an additional 
measure of their usability. Moreover, the technical functionality of 
this module was assessed in order to infer its (technical) feasibility. 
Thus, the count of recognized words was assessed, and the congruence 
of automatic transcriptions with a sample of manual transcriptions 
was analyzed (see section E). The count of the recognized faces was 
assessed and compared to the count of video frames in order to 
evaluate the recognition. The amount of the recognized emotional 
expressions of several emotional categories (in reference to the count 
of words and frames with faces) was assessed and seen as a further 
(technical) feasibility measure of the module. Finally, by analyzing 
the congruence of the emotion recognition results of both sources, 
the measure of their convergent validity was included as a feasibility 
indicator, because it could be seen as a potential proof of concept. The 
acceptability of the features was operationalized and assessed through 
questions of the interviews. Therefore, the selection of the participants 
regarding the possible answer choices or additional comments 
delivered the acceptability measures. 

E. Design and Analysis
As for most of the research questions, the five participants were 

considered single cases and their data was analyzed separately. 
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However, in spite of the small number of participants, in regard to some 
specific questions (e.g., the age effect or the acceptability), correlation 
analyses or other methods were applied within a statistical group 
design. The long-term assessment of the feasibility data (see section 
D) was realized within the ambulatory environment of the patients 
(ambulatory assessment). An individual assessment period of twelve 
weeks (about 84 days) per participant was aimed for. With respect 
to the potential age effect on the usage behavior, the correlations 
between the age of the participants at the beginning of the study and 
the frequency of their SA or the SotD assessments were calculated. The 
congruence between the automatic SotD transcriptions and a sample 
of ten manual transcriptions (as a feasibility measure of the emotion-
sensitive approach) was assessed by comparing all recognized LIWC 
[38] word categories (e.g. pronouns, numbers or specific themes like 
“money”) within both sources. The percentage of the recognized 
emotional expressions within all recognized words and faces of each 
SotD assessment was analyzed following the LIWC [38] and FACS [39] 
approaches. The congruence of both recognition sources (convergent 
validity) was analyzed by calculating the correlations between 
corresponding or contradicting LIWC and FACS categories. The 
interviews, which were developed to assess acceptability aspects, were 
conducted in German with a single measurement time point at the 
end of the study participation. The answers as well as the comments 
were recorded, translated into English and delivered quantitative and 
occasional qualitative data. All descriptive or correlative analyses were 
conducted using Microsoft Excel V. 16.40 and IBM SPSS Statistics V. 26. 

III. Results

A. Feasibility
The individual study duration of the five participants was at least 

57 and up to 134 days. On average, the patients of the pilot study 
participated for 87.40 days (SD = 32.14). As illustrated in Table I, the 
individual study duration of some participants considerably exceeded 
or fell below the targeted assessment period. 

TABLE I. Study Duration, Assessment Numbers and SOTDa Duration 
for Each Participant

Code Study
duration 
in days

SAb TPAc SotD

N N N Duration in s
(M, SD)

P1 134 110 1 14 94.36 38.73

P2 97 100 0 43 92.81 36.42

P3 92 46 17 15 104.47 31.91

P4 57 64 0 6 96.17 47.91

P5 57 54 0 48 148.02 43.91
aSOTD = Story of the Day; bSA = self-assessments; cTPA = third-party 
assessments.

1. Usage-related Aspects
The individual assessment numbers for the SA, TPA, and SotD for 

each participant are also shown in Table I. On several occasions, the 
same features were used several times during the same days. That is 
why, for example, one participant completed 64 SA within 57 days 
(see Table I). According to the study instruction of daily usage, Fig. 1 
illustrates solely the percentage of participation days for each patient, 
on which they (or their related parties) used the three concerned 
features at least once. In reference to the SA, the usage frequency for all 
participants ranged from 40.22 % to 96.49 % of the participation days. 
The TPA were only used by related parties of two of the participants, 
resulting in a minimum of 0 % usage and a maximum of 17.39 % of 

the participation days. For the SotD assessments, the usage frequency 
ranged from 8.21 % to 82.46 %. Together, the five participants of the 
pilot study recorded 126 SotDs. As one can see in Table I, the individual 
mean values for the audio file duration ranged from 92.81 s to 148.02 s.

There were strong, negative correlations between the age of the 
participants and the percentage of days, on which they used the SA 
[r(3) = -.60, p = .285] and the SotD [r(3) = -.70, p = .188]. 
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Fig. 1.  Usage frequency for specific system features and each participant in 
reference to the individual study duration (in days).

2. Functionality of the Emotion Recognition Approach
Within the automatic transcriptions of the SotD audio files of 

each participant, on average, the LIWC program [38] recognized 
between 106.29 and 240.77 words (see Table II). A random sample 
of ten audio files was also transcribed manually and then analyzed 
with the LIWC software. All recognized LIWC word categories (not 
only emotional categories) within the manual and the corresponding 
automatic transcriptions matched from 72.00 % to 93.00 % (M = 87.30, 
SD  =  6.70). The LIWC analysis of the audio data of all participants 
found, on average, between 3.93 and 11.15 single words corresponding 
to the category of positive emotions. This means that, for example, 
all audio files of one participant contained on average 5.47 single 
words belonging to that specific category. The corresponding mean 
values for each participant are illustrated in Table II. For the category 
of negative emotions, the individual mean values ranged from 1.33 
to 4.52 words per file (see Table II). Regarding the more specific 
emotional category of sadness, the LIWC analysis resulted in mean 
values between 0.43 and 1.04 words per file (Table II). For the other 
two afore-mentioned, specific emotional LIWC categories (anxiety 
and anger), all corresponding mean values resulting from the analysis 
were ≤ 0.67. 

TABLE II. LIWCa Analysis of the SOTDb Recordings for Each 
Participant

Code Number of 
words

Positive 
Emotions

Negative 
Emotions Sadness

  M SD M SD M SD M SD

P1 106.29 81.40 3.93 3.17 2.21 1.67 0.43 0.51

P2 140.02 59.40 5.93 2.87 1.91 1.82 0.53 0.74

P3 173.33 58.17 5.47 3.20 3.00 2.56 0.93 1.16

P4 149.67 89.91 6.00 3.85 1.33 1.21 0.83 0.98

P5 240.77 92.79 11.15 4.87 4.52 2.42 1.04 1.01

aLIWC = Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count; bSotD = Story of the Day; P1 
(N = 14), P2 (N = 43), P3 (N = 15), P4 (N = 6), P5 (N = 48).
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In percent (compared to the total wordcount of the audio files and 
for each participant separately), there were average amounts from 
3.00 % to 5.89 % of words belonging to the category of positive emotions 
in the recordings (see Fig. 2). In regard to the category of negative 
emotions, the individual mean values ranged from 0.93 % to 2.01 % of 
words per file. The more specific category of sadness accounted for 
0.34 % to 0.58 % of the wordcounts (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2.  Percentage of recognized emotions of Facial Action Coding System 
(FACS) categories and Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) categories 
in the Story of the Day recordings in reference to the individual number of 
frames with recognized faces (FACS) or the individual word count (LIWC).

The corresponding SotD video files were separated by the 
assistance system into, on average and for each participant separately, 
2787.42 to 4443.42 video frames. For two assessments, the smartphone 
application apparently did not work accurately, and no video data was 
recorded. Both assessments belonged to P1 and had to be excluded 
from the calculations concerning the FACS [39] analysis. With four 
participants, within more than 94 % of the video frames there were 
recognized faces. As for P4, only 0.31 % of the video frames contained 
recognized faces. Thus, the individual mean values of frames with 
recognized faces that could be analyzed by the FACS-based software 
ranged from 7.00 to 4438.25 (see Table  III). When the 6 video files 
of P4 without face recognition are not taken into account, for the 
remaining four participants, the FACS analysis found individual 
mean values of 209.93 to 538.51 frames with recognized happiness in 
the facial expressions (see Table III). However, the automatic FACS 
analysis detected almost no sadness in the facial expressions, resulting 
in individual mean values of all participants of ≤ 0.60 frames with 
recognized sadness (see also Table III). Beyond that, the FACS analysis 
detected none of the other two examined emotional FACS categories 
(anxiety or anger). Regarding the participants with successful face 
recognition, the individual mean percentage of frames with happiness 
out of all relevant frames (with faces) ranged from 7.38 % to 17.44 % 
(see Fig. 2). The mean percentage of sadness for all participants was  
≤ 0.02 % (see Fig. 2).

TABLE III. FACSa Analysis of the SOTDb Recordings for Each 
Participant

Code Frames with faces Happiness Sadness

M SD M SD M SD

P1 2919.17 1051.87 243.42 205.14 0.00 0.00

P2 2749.60 1122.88 538.51 638.62 0.60 3.81

P3 2961.33 963.49 209.93 219.27 0.00 0.00

P4 7.00 12.25 0.17 0.41 0.00 0.00

P5 4438.25 1315.08 435.88 384.13 0.02 0.14
a FACS = Facial Action Coding System;  b SOTD = Story of the Day; P1 (N = 
12), P2 (N = 43), P3 (N = 15), P4 (N = 6), P5 (N = 48).

In order to examine, if the measures for the verbal and facial 
emotional expressions had delivered convergent results, the 
correlations between the most important LIWC and FACS categories 
were analyzed for each participant separately. For all participants with 
working face recognition, there were moderate or strong correlations 
between specific verbal and facial emotion recognition categories 
(see Table IV for all correlations). In regard to P1, the most prominent 
results were strong negative and significant correlations between the 
FACS category happiness and the LIWC category positive emotions 
(see Table IV). Thus, in this case, a higher amount of recognized 
expressions of happiness within the video frames coincided with less 
emotionally positive words within the LIWC analysis.  

Concerning P2, the most prominent results were strong positive and 
significant correlations between FACS happiness and LIWC positive 
emotions or between FACS sadness and the LIWC sadness categories 
(see Table IV). Consequently, more video frames with expressed 
happiness coincided with a higher amount of positive words. And 
more recognized sadness within the FACS analysis was associated with 
more sadness-related words in the LIWC analysis. As for P3, there were 
no significant results, and there was only one moderate correlation 
indicating that more facially expressed happiness was associated with 
the use of more emotionally positive words (see Table IV). Regarding 
P5, there were several moderate and significant correlations: The FACS 
happiness categories were positively associated with LIWC positive 
emotions and negatively associated with LIWC negative emotions (%). 
Therefore, more recognized happiness within the facial expressions 
coincided with more emotionally positive and less emotionally negative 
words within the spoken language of this participant. 

B. Acceptability
During the semi-structured interviews at the end of their individual 

study participation, the five participants showed positive attitudes 
towards the app-based SA (M  =  3.80, SD  =  1.10). One participant, 
nevertheless, emphasized the relevance of external assessments due 
to a potentially less-reliable self-perception (see Table  V). Yet, only 
two participants were able to use the TPA with the help of related 
parties. These two participants perceived the assessments very 
positively (M = 4.50, SD = 0.71). Other participants still commented on 
this feature and expressed their interest in external assessments that 
could compensate for biased retrospective assessments regarding their 
mood (see Table V). With respect to the SotD module, the overall view 
of the five participants was relatively positive (M = 3.40, SD = 1.14) 
and comments mentioned positive “side-effects” of this feature (see 
Table  V). The instruction of this module was easy to understand 
(M = 4.60, SD = 0.55), and most participants could imagine using this 
feature on a regular basis (M = 4.00, SD = 0.71). However, comments 
differed regarding the potential frequency of this usage or included 
recommendations for possible modifications (see Table V). 

When asked, if their perceived emotions during the SotD recordings 
and during the described current events were of a similar intensity, 
the participants showed a moderate agreement (M = 2.80, SD = 1.30). 
They further agreed that the missing dialog partner, to some degree, 
had influenced their perceived and expressed emotions during the 
SotD (M = 3.40, SD = 1.14). Comments specified that some participants 
had experienced the strange feeling of being observed while talking 
into the camera. Yet, they further mentioned that this effect was not 
persistent (see Table V for comments). The “selfie mode” during the 
recordings was perceived as somewhat influencing, too, but less strong 
than the missing interaction (M  =  3.00, SD  =  1.23). However, some 
participants were somewhat irritated by seeing their own emotional 
expressions (see Table V). When asked, if they felt burdened by the 
SotD recordings, the participants did not agree (M = 2.00, SD = 1.41).
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IV. Discussion

The mHealth approach offers many opportunities for the 
ambulatory care system and the disease management of patients with 
bipolar disorder. Within the EmAsIn project, to our knowledge, the 
first emotion-sensitive assistance system for bipolar disorder was 
developed and examined. The following sections of the current article 
first address the presented results regarding the (technical) feasibility 
and acceptability of the newly developed system. Subsequently, the 
implications of these findings with respect to clinical practice and 
further research as well as methodological issues will be discussed. 

A. Feasibility
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the approach, several usage-

related aspects (study participation, usage frequency, recording 
duration) and, concerning the SotD, rather functionality-related 
aspects (accuracy of word or face recognition, recognized emotions, 
congruence of verbal and facial emotion recognition) were assessed. 

1. Usage-related Aspects
There were individual differences regarding the study participation 

and the usage frequency of the examined features. Three patients 
participated longer than proposed. Especially one participant was 
motivated to exceed the estimated study duration by seven weeks. 
Two of the participants were not able to participate for the originally 
intended duration of twelve weeks, because they were recruited 
only eight weeks before the project-intern assessment period ended. 
Consequently, no patient terminated the participation prematurely, 
which might indicate an overall feasible, ambulatory system. In 
reference to the specific features, the SA was the most feasible. Four 
out of five participants used it almost on a daily basis or even more 
frequently with multiple assessments on single days. Due to their well-
established role in other monitoring approaches for bipolar disorder 
with comparable response rates [40], [41], this result was expected. 
The TPA were only used by related parties of two participants. 
Solely in one case there were multiple entries. Therefore, within the 
current study setting, this feature was not feasible. This result could 

TABLE IV. Pearson Correlations Between FACSa and LIWCb Categories

Codec FACSa LIWCb

Positive 
Emotions Positive Emotions (%) Negative Emotions Negative Emotions (%) Sadness Sadness (%)

P1
Happiness -.73** -.36 -.29 .06 -.03 .30

Happiness (%) -.72** -.12 -.36 .02 -.09 .20

P2

Happiness .49** .14 .25 .02 .07 -.06

Happiness (%) .28 .13 .15 .04 .04 -.03

Sadness .00 -.03 .18 .14 .53** .35*
Sadness (%) .00 -.03 .19 .14 .53** .36*

P3
Happiness .31 .18 .21 .05 .19 .10

Happiness (%) .14 .15 .00 -.09 -.07 -.12

P5

Happiness .44** .05 .05 -.31* -.04 -.19

Happiness (%) .37** .18 -.08 -.31* -.08 -.16

Sadness .09 .17 -.21 -.20 -.15 -.15

Sadness (%) .09 .17 -.21 -.20 -.15 -.15
aFACS = Facial Action Coding System; bLIWC = Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count;  cP4 excluded due to failed face recognition, for P1 and P3 the FACS 
analysis did not detect any sadness; P1 (N = 12), P2 (N = 43), P3 (N = 15), P5 (N = 48); ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); * Correlation is 
significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

TABLE V. Comments of the Participants on Selected Issues

Interview section and issue Comment and participant number

Self-assessments “It´s a good feature, but I didn´t use it regularly. My self-perception isn´t that good, thus, third-party assessments are very 
important.” P1

Third-party assessments

“I would recommend using that feature and keeping it simple. Maybe one could also notify the partner to facilitate simultaneous 
comparisons. P1

“If you would ask me how I felt last week, I wouldn´t remember. Thus, third-party assessments would be helpful [in regard to 
future systems].” P5

Story 
of the Day

Overall view “It helps your self-perception and forces yourself to observe yourself.” P3

Regular 
usage

“If it was easier to use.” P1

“Two or three times a week, yes. Seven times would be difficult. It´s mentally challenging and you don´t have a story to tell each 
day.” P3

“In theory, yes. I don´t like filming myself, but if there was a feedback and it would help my situation, yes.” P4

“If there was a feedback, yes. But not on a daily basis.” P5

Missing 
dialog 
partner

“It irritates, yes. I feel strange when I´m being filmed, it would be different with a real counterpart.” P4

“At the beginning it´s strange to talk to the camera, because you feel observed. Later it´s like keeping a diary.“ P5

Selfie mode “I tried to focus on the camera, because it irritated me to see my own feelings on screen.” P5
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be explained within the context of the often-strained relationships of 
patients with bipolar disorders [21] or of the relationship status of 
the participants. Yet, another important issue might have been the 
web-based study approach that did not allow for push messages or 
reminders and might have been more effortful in its handling. In the 
future, this feature should be realized with associated smartphone 
applications. Thus modified TPA might be valuable and feasible with 
patients in reliable relationships and should be examined in larger 
studies, possibly conceptualized as family studies [42]. 

The SotD assessments were more effortful than the SA due to the 
installation of external study microphones and holders and because of 
the necessity to narrate a freely chosen story. Two of the participants 
still used the SotD on a regular basis (i.e., almost daily or almost 
every second day). The other three participants used the SotD much 
less frequently (i.e., on about ten to 16 percent of their participation 
days). Although these results show that the SotD  (in its current 
version) might be feasible with some patients, modifications regarding 
its handling or the usage experience may be necessary to increase its 
general feasibility. The presented results further indicate that not only 
the SA but even more the SotD approach may be more feasible with 
younger patients. This confirms findings of earlier studies examining 
how the age of patients with bipolar disorder affects their new media 
usage [36], [37]. 

2. Functionality of the Emotion Recognition Approach
Following the insights of an earlier pre-study with healthy 

participants, the SotD study approach was extended by the external 
microphones and holders. This hardware change did improve the 
previously worse recording quality of the auditive information and, 
thereby, did increase the accuracy of the automatic transcriptions or 
the count of correctly recognized words to an acceptable level [43]. 
In concern to the video analysis, there were six assessments without 
working face recognition. The corresponding recordings were examined 
more closely and could be explained with unfavorable recording angles 
and a relatively low lighting. As a consequence, instructions should be 
even more specific. Furthermore, future systems should inform their 
users on missing face recognition or they should be trained to be less 
vulnerable for disturbances. By analyzing the expressions within both 
sources (auditive and visual), the recognition software found far more 
positive than negative emotions. Although several factors may have 
contributed to these results (see following sections), the recognized 
emotions might still reflect the expressed emotions of the participants: 
In order to explore further research questions, additional clinical data 
of the five study-patients was assessed. Most of them showed relatively 
stable mood throughout their study participation, including moderate 
(hypo) manic or mild depressive symptoms but no severe depressive 
episodes. Therefore, strong or persisting changes in their emotional 
experiences, that could have elevated the amount of expressed 
sadness during the SotD assessments, may not have been induced by 
psychopathological symptoms. Beyond that, most of the correlations 
regarding the emotional LIWC [38] or FACS [39] categories seem to 
support the consistency of the auditive and visual measures. At first 
glance, however, the strong negative correlations between the FACS 
parameters for happiness and the LIWC category of positive emotions 
with one participant seem conflicting. 

Clinically speaking, these results could still be explained: The 
participant showed mild depressive symptoms and a limited emotional 
reagibility throughout the whole study but yet parathymic smiles 
during the bi-weekly clinical assessments. These deficits coincide 
with findings of earlier studies indicating difficulties of patients 
with bipolar disorders in the (facial) expression of negative emotions 
[13], [14]. Therefore, the emotion recognition results presented 
here might represent a further indication of disease-specific deficits 

in the emotional expressions of bipolar patients. The verbally 
expressed information could have consciously been adapted to the 
assessment situation, while the missing correspondence within the 
facial expressions might have represented a more basic process of 
emotional avoidance. This interpretation might, in part, also explain 
the higher percentage of positive emotions within the FACS data of 
all patients (as compared to the LIWC results). Nevertheless, technical 
or conceptual issues may have further contributed to these results: 
Whereas the LIWC [38] and FACS [39] approaches delivered an 
empirically established framework for emotion recognition, the FACS-
based video analysis might have been less sensitive to the recognition 
of negative emotions due to insufficient training data during the afore-
mentioned pre-study. 

Moreover, the results might suggest that short recordings of 
approximately two minutes or less could contain sparse emotional 
expressions altogether. In that case, ambient sound samples or random 
voice features, which have shown some potential regarding the 
prediction of mood state changes in bipolar disorder [27], [44]–[47], 
could increase the obtained information. However, as far as we know, 
none of the existing mobile-based approaches for bipolar disorder have 
analyzed the emotional content of verbal or facial expressions. It would 
already be difficult to realize the emotion recognition approach with 
random sound samples. The assessment of random video data with 
the emotion-sensitive approach would almost be impossible without 
harming the (perceived) privacy of patients. With this in mind, the 
SotD approach goes beyond the existing mHealth systems for bipolar 
disorder [34]. It allows for the analysis of even more sensitive and 
personal ambulatory data without harming privacy issues.

B. Acceptability
In order to evaluate the acceptability of the approach, semi-structured 

interviews were conducted with each participant. In accordance with 
earlier studies that indicate the positive attitudes of bipolar patients 
towards technical assistance [35], [41], [48], the participants of the 
pilot study perceived all three examined system features positively. As 
for the TPA, although only two patients included other persons into 
the data acquisition, the participants emphasized the importance of 
this feature. This coincides with comparable opinions of patients with 
bipolar disorder during an earlier, project-related interview study [35]. 
Considering the discussed and not yet perfectly solved issues of the 
SotD module, the positive response of the participants on this feature 
is quite impressive. Although only two out of five study participants 
used the SotD regularly (about three to six times per week), all of 
them were open to a more regular usage. The mentioned conditions, 
like an easier usage experience (e.g., without microphone or holder) 
or automatic reactions towards the told stories, matched the original 
concept of the assistance system [34]. In accordance with the process 
of development, these aspects had not been implemented within the 
study setting. They should, however, be technically convertible in the 
future. Thus, from the acceptability point of view, the ambulatory 
long-term assessment of emotional expressions in bipolar disorder 
should be possible. 

C. General Discussion
Overall, the results of the pilot study regarding the emotion 

recognition approach are promising (while the TPA were not feasible). 
The ambulatory study setting with participation times of several 
weeks increased the knowledge gain regarding the acceptability and 
feasibility of the approach by accounting for a long-term, realistic and 
natural environment [49], [50]. The results indicate that emotion-
sensitive systems may be feasible and well-accepted, especially with 
younger patients. These findings coincide with the good feasibility 
or acceptability of mHealth systems using self-monitoring, sensor or 
wearable data with bipolar patients [25], [29], [30], [40] and with the 
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positive attitudes of this patient group towards innovative, technical 
strategies for disease management [35].

The explorative approach of the pilot study with five patients, who 
were mostly considered as single cases, allowed for detailed insights 
into an ambulatory application scenario and into personal usage 
experiences. Although the SotD module “solely” requires its regular 
usage to assess active and passive emotion-related data, it comes 
along with more effort than common SA. Consequently, younger 
patients, who show a higher technical affinity [36], [37], used the 
study version of the SotD more frequently than older participants. 
And all participants were very specific about the conditions of a 
regular (e.g., several times per week) long-term usage. In accordance 
with this, future developments should be more practical (e.g., without 
microphones or holders), less irritating (no selfie mode) and should 
realize a perceived system-interaction or feedback during the SotD 
assessments. Furthermore, in case of the informed consent of patients 
and after thorough consideration of all ethical and legal implications, 
future systems could include the attending physicians or therapists. 
Thus, individual and sudden changes in the emotional expressions of 
patients could be thoroughly reflected during subsequent sessions.  

Of course, the current approach and the small sample size with 
individual differences within the participation times of the patients 
limit the generalizability of the findings. Beyond that, detailed cost-
benefit analyses would be necessary before implementing emotion-
sensitive modules into disease management approaches for bipolar 
disorder. Therefore, more research is needed and, aside from its 
acceptability and feasibility, the mobile-based emotion recognition 
approach would have to provide valid and reliable results regarding 
all relevant emotions of mood episodes in bipolar disorder [3], [51]. As 
a consequence, it could facilitate the monitoring and understanding 
of emotional aspects in this disease and enable following research 
to examine its potential clinical value or contribution towards mood 
state recognition. The strong relation between emotional deficits of 
bipolar patients and their global and social functioning [4], [6]–[9], 
[13], [52] might make the gained information helpful to therapeutic 
approaches [13] and relapse prevention. Last but not least, a well-
functioning, mobile-based emotion recognition approach could help 
our understanding of emotional experiences or expressions and their 
ramifications in other disorders as well.

V. Conclusion

As far as we know, the examined assistance system incorporates 
the first, mobile-based emotion recognition approach for bipolar 
disorder. Whereas the openness of patient groups towards technical 
or mobile-based assistance in their disease management has been 
investigated on several occasions, the pilot study shows that even the 
ambulatory assessment of audio and video data may be well-accepted 
and feasible. Beyond that, the approach allows for the long-term 
analysis of verbally and facially expressed emotions without harming 
the perceived privacy of patients or data privacy. Thus, the emotion-
sensitive mHealth approach could affect other research areas or fields 
of application as well. However, to that end, some methodological and 
technical issues have to be addressed by future developments, and 
further empirical studies with larger samples of patients are necessary 
to increase the generalizability of the results. 
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